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Abstract— Main aim of RACS definition,
model and classification for clarify of the
concept of RACS is required. What safety is to
make for addition to that have briefs, it
happening to evaluate the methods and
software in the context of how to build a system
more
safety?
.―Segregation‖
in
a
―physically-safety‖ atmosphere is the finished
result to any known and unknown hack and
presumption threat to our software systems.
The linking to network both support and nonsupport networks render us to safety problems.
The substructure of computer networking is
described, and then move on to a contemplation
of few popular networks. We have to return to
the definition of the words for defining RACS
that form the idea. Remote system for
Computer relating to the acquisition of
information, acting, acted on, or controlled
indirectly or from a distance (remote computer
operation): The process of RACS is defined
with addition as abstract model and used. By
inspiring model is on how an mock agent
exchange with the atmosphere. Data Collector
and the Analyzation Engine is two core parts of
this model. Optional elements are rest of the
entities that can build the method easier or
more useful. The entities can be of any number
and type. The arrows among the entities should
be seen as a proposal of the major knowledge
flow..
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Index Terms— Remote Analysis of Computer
Systems (RACS), Network Analysis Analyzation,

Introduction
Remote Analysis of Computer Systems
Through System Analysis grouping with
Remote Computer System is feasible to define
RACS (Remote Analysis of Computer Systems)
as: The act, method or practice of learning the
activity of computer systems can acquire or
control information from without physically, in
a series to define its aim or goal and to search
more easy works and methods. Access Results
Objectives by Attackers Tools Hackers User
Command
Implementation
Penetrability
Unauthorized Access Files Corruption of
Information Challenge, [3]Status Spies Scrip or
Program Design Penetrability Unauthorized
Use Processes Data in Transit Disclosure of
Information
Political
Gain
Terrorists
Autonomous Agent Configuration Penetrability
Theft of Service Financial Gain Corporate
Raiders Toolkit Denial-of-service Damage
Professional Criminals Distributed Tool
Vandals Data Tap ACTION for DIRECTION
IN ORDER Without coming into physical
contact about a distant object as by radar or
picture with it remote sensing Remote
computer system can be defined by this
definition of remote as: You can control a
computer system or acquire information by
indirectly i.e. without direct physical access to.
What defines as a Remote computer system for
definition feels to fit quite well with. The local
computer can communicate to any other
computer in the network. System analysis In
order to define act, method, or practice of
learning an activity as a procedure, a business,
or a physiological function typically by
mathematical means its aim or goal and to
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search work and method for complete them
most easy. A conspectus of the Analyzation
method and should not be seen as a strict model
on how objects must work in series to be a
RACS tool. Several elements of the model can
be instrumentation by working as one single
component, hoping for demonstrates reasons,
but the elements can also be distributed to
distinct software ingredient on some network
nodes.[1]

RACS’s Classification
To build RACS by method is feasible can be
secret based on the model. RACS is divided into
primary active and primary passive method
basis on if there is an active data generator or
not. Based on the existence of a notification
system these two major groups have then been
divided into subgroups, the aim of every
method and the degree of automation.
Analyzation Engine Data Collector User
Interface Data Generator Notification System
Network.

A model for RACS
Model of RACS

after be most role in the racs modal .the data
flow line which is represent of flow of data The
arrows between the entities as a link a relations
of access to network in the racs model . should
be seen as a suggestion of the major information
flow. This model can be used to get an overview
of the analyzation process and should not be
seen as a strict model on how things must work
in Order to be a RACS tool.
The most basic active operation of RACS is
connectivity testing. which uses the Internet
Control Message Protocol (ICMP). But there
comparison of transfer to mail or message
more
reliable
simple
mail
transfer
protocol(SMTP) because more efficiently
SMTP is simply ASCII protocol .it is based on
client/server principal (When a program at one
location enlists the service of a program
running at another location) SMTP is an
Externally efficient protocol. the user send a
request to an SMTP server. A two way
connection is subsequently established at of
server. the client forward the mail instruction
indicating that it want to send mail to a
recipients some where on the internet .if the
SMTP
allow
this
operation
,an
acknowledgement is sent back to the client
machine .the client may then forward the
recipients identify and IP address, the message
to be sent. But few problem still arise.
a. One problem relates to message length.
b. Another problems to timeout.
c. In rare situations infinite mail storms can be
triggered.

The essential parts of this model are: the Data
Collector and the Analyzation Engine, User
interface, Data Generator and Notification
System.. These are entities very useful parts
because the data collector to provide all data
access with the help of data generator and
analyzation engine to analyze to the data and
process easier to help of user interface. And

Are other alternatives available that use other
protocols? The basic principle is to send a
message that triggers some mechanism on the
remote side, which in turn sends a message
back, as visualized in fig. The connectivity
testing techniques described below are basically
data generators and collectors with only a very
simple analyzation engine and user interface
[11]
Connectivity testing is important because
network connections are not always reliable
and also the remote system can stop to respond
for other reasons than network problems. It is
also useful for detecting available hosts on a
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network, which is the core part of network
mapping

Network Analysis
Basically Network Analysis is a System Analysis
which can be defined with concept as: The act,
method, or practice of learning a computer
network usually by mathematical means in
series to define its aim or goal to know
procedures and a design for the network to
demonstration most efficiently.

Active network analysis techniques:Connectivity testing for connectivity testing the
most famous tool is ping, that using the ICMP
(Internet Control Message Protocol). But there
is other resource avail unfailing that use other
protocols. Main syntax is to send a mail that
triggers some method on the network side,
which in turn sends a mail back. For
connectivity testing through using method is
feasible to see that hosts are avail unfailing. By
searching the cases it is easy to fix it. In the
definition of safety availability is one of the core
components.
Network
path
tracing
(continuation of connectivity testing)The
network traffic detecting the path that gets
from one point to other is in addition to normal
linking testing an significant part of the basic
active Analyzation method. Finding route is
what the name means a tool used to search the
links along a path from one IP to another. Path
searching is a necessary step in prognostic
routing cases. By finding the path of a network
packet is feasible to know which networks that
towards the traffic. This type of information is
service unfailing in series to know who can
divide the integrity and privacy of transferred
data.[2]

Advanced active techniques of Network
Analysis:Network mapping the process of active search
of network devices is network mapping and
finding enough knowledge to see what services
they give. The area of network draft include
Service Location Protocol (IETF) standard for

locating services to search the existence,
location and formation of networked services in
company networks and continues with port
scanning data which is an other method to
locate services. Seen as a special form network
mapping through O/S (O/S) invention which
means that it has the equal based attributes in
meaning of the RACS model Penetrability
Value Instrument to work penetrability value
are mainly referred to as safety tracker or
penetrability tracker. That is to get. Get mean
to judge some objects with respect to its value or
importance. ASSESS denote a typical
evaluation for the aim of knowing or
interpreting, or as a guide in taking action less
than officials are offer to assess the corrupt.[7]

Passive network analysis techniques:
Low-level data collection method is a Packet
analysis. There meaning is the Analyzation
engine requires information about the higher
network layers in series to make useful
outcomes. Normally the data builder and
notification system is not used for packet
analysis. Instrument which listen on network
packets task for other hosts than the local host
are normally referred to as sniffers or
wire-tappers. Normally needed this method is
for useful packet analysis and has the following
attributes: Passive flow analyses are stealth
processes that do not ingress or exchange the
behavior of the packet flow. Now there is not
data builder allowed to send data to the
analyzed network. Need good information of
the above layers to get anything useful about
the result. Can be structured in a way that they
do not require to be configured at all if enough
default parameters are used requires super user
perquisite on the machine that does the analysis
because of the low-level nature of the process.
Basically main reason is that set the network
communication in inconsiderate mode and this
needs super user facility.

Network Access to traffic Analyzer
Network access is an integral and often critical
part of day-to-day business for most computers
to analyze network packets one has to have got
to the network traffic. All packet analysis that
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need packets that are luck for other hosts than
the local one will require root-privileges on the
host that integrate the data; The main cause is
to safe the network from operators that have an
account on a computer linked to that network.
If such a operators is allowed to listen traffic
and to send arbitrary network packets the
privacy or collectivity of the network traffic can
be split. To be unfailing to work this type of
analysis one will require physical get to or
root-privileges on a machine that is linked to
the network. This means that if a malicious user
find root perquisite on one host that can be used
to agreement other hosts. Switched networks
safe from this in many cases, but a switch can be
idea so it is not easy. Non-automated packet
analysis tools can be useful for real-time seeing
or for in depth network debugging. Packet
analysis can be automated, this means that the
Analyzation engine in the RACS model have to
be much more advanced. Used for basic manual
analyzation by tcp dump utility can be or by
other more automated instrument via the
libpcap library. There can in some cases exist
legitimate ways of using these techniques like
network debugging or product testing. Ether
Ape can be used to get a conspectus of which
hosts that are using the network at the flow and
how the traffic flows. Iptraf can be used in same
way but is more pointed on present network
statistics like throughput on a different host or
network device. Ip traf can also be used for
looking non-IP traffic. If one has system admin
rights on the switch one can make a monitoring
port so as an authorized system administrator
one should not need these techniques. One
should be know of these cases however because
they can be used by another operator.

penalties for getting caught as the world’s cyber
laws improve may also serve as a driver
towards more refined attacks in the future. The
first developments have already occurred in
this area, To discuss the cases encountered in
time of the RACS method by dissertation and
demonstrated novel algorithms to calculate
many of them. The development of that system
is the first tools to use process execute from
Network analysis for absorption creation and
we have showed to be an easy support to the
problem. In last we have collect a number of
region to be important for the implementation
of RACS thesis and technology. Assuming these
regions and others will get sufficient alert over
the coming months and years and outcomes in
technology that is appropriate to real-world
programs on new technology analysis of
computer systems. This paper is providing an
overview of these strategies.
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